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suit of quiet individualism. For, unlike some of the smaller
colleges, the ' House' is always tolerant of the man with
asks to be left alone. Among the mixed generations at the
university companionship could not be natural, and Eden
wisely did not make the attempt.
He was, as a college servitor once remarked, * one of the
quiet ones'. Obviously an easy man to look after; and it
seems, too, that he was methodical in his ways; rose be-
times and always did his * rollers % or roll-call. Occasion-
ally he played tennis. He did little in the social life at
Oxford. His entertaining was small, select, and judicious.
He preferred a discriminate choice of friends, and it was
usually only three or four who from time to time gained
access to the talk of this studious young man at the
* House'. In the vacations Eden used to go occasionally
to the house of a Protestant pastor near La Rochelle in
order to perfect his conversational French, an acquisition
which proved invaluable in later years at those intimate
political conversations in Geneva or Paris so momentous
for the peace of Europe. He had chosen Oriental languages,
Persian and Arabic, as his subject, but there were one or
two subjects more spontaneously, almost passionately, pur-
sued. One of them was, of course—Eden being a man
of taste—Jane Austen. Another was modern painting, and
especially the work of Cezanne. Another—and here again
one cannot but admire his judgment, so early developed—
was Rimbaud, of whom at that time there were not many
readers in England. It was his interest in the French Im-
pressionists which led him to form the collection of pictures
that has to-day grown to be a testimony to the indepen-
dence of his taste and the sureness of his criticism. His
admiration for Cezanne actually produced a paper on this
artist for a small society, and it is regrettable that it has
not reached a wider circle.
His tutor was R. Paget Dewhurst, and he it is who is
credited with a prophetic insight into the future career of

